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Abstract—This paper presents a distributed control algorithm
to drive a group of robots to spread out over an environment
and provide adaptive sensor coverage of that environment. The
robots use an online learning mechanism to estimate the areas in
the environment that require more concentrated sensor coverage,
while simultaneously providing this coverage. The algorithm dif-
fers from previous approaches in that both provable robustness
is emphasized in the learning mechanism, and decentralization
over a communication network is emphasized in the control. To
achieve a provable bound on the learning error, the robots explore
the environment to gather sufficient data. They then switch to a
Voronoi-based coverage controller to position themselves for sens-
ing. Robots coordinate their learning, control, and mode switching
in a fully distributed fashion over their mesh network. It is proved
that the robots approximate the weighting function with a known
bounded error, and that they converge to locations that are locally
optimal for sensing. Simulations and multiple experiments with six
iRobot Create robots are presented to illustrate the performance
of the method.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, multirobot systems, robot sens-
ing systems, robust control.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THIS paper, we present a distributed control algorithm to
drive a group of robots to explore an unknown environment,

while providing adaptive sensor coverage of interesting areas
within the environment. This algorithm can drive a teams of
robots to perform a range of sensing tasks, such as search
and rescue missions, environmental monitoring, or automatic
surveillance of rooms, buildings, or towns. Our main emphasis
in this paper over previous works is in providing provable
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Fig. 1. As shown by the robot trajectories in 1(a), our coverage algorithm
drives the robots to fully explore the environment. Different robots are indicated
by different line styles and colors. This leads to a provably robust reconstruction
of the weighting function, as shown in 1(b). The robots then switch asynchro-
nously into a coverage mode to provide provable sensor coverage over the
environment. (a) Robot trajectories. (b) Estimated weighting function.

robustness in learning the areas of importance in the environ-
ment. We also carefully consider the details of decentralizing
the algorithm over a wireless mesh network. Specifically, we
consider a function, which we call the weighting function,
to capture the fact that some areas of the environment are
more important than others. Our algorithm drives the robots
to explore the environment, thereby collecting the necessary
information to learn the weighting function with provably
bounded maximum error, and finally to move to positions to
provide locally optimal sensor coverage over the environment,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The coordination between the robots
is carried out in a decentralized way over their network. We
provide experimental results with six iRobot Creates as well
as simulated results using experimentally collected data to
demonstrate the algorithm.

This paper is motivated by the need in many applications to
have a provable bound on the estimation quality of the weight-
ing function, giving a guarantee on the quality of the coverage
provided by the sensing robots. As an example, consider the
earthquake and consequent tsunami that struck the northern
coast of Japan in March 2011, causing serious damage to the
nuclear reactors at Fukushima. Following the disaster, human
workers were critically limited in their ability to assess the
radiation levels in the area, and braved the risk of dangerous
radiation exposure as a result. In this example, the unknown
weighting function represents the radiation levels in the area.
Had the technology been available, a team of robots could have
been deployed to monitor the levels of radiation around the
reactor. Using the algorithm proposed in this paper, sensing
robots would learn the radiation levels, and then concentrate on
areas where the radiation was most dangerous. Most important,
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a rigorous bound on the precision of the radiation estimate
could be established a priori. This information could be used
to direct human workers, ensuring that they remain safe from
the danger of radiation exposure. If existing coverage algo-
rithms were used, without the robustification proposed in this
paper, the radiation levels could be approximated arbitrarily
poorly, with large errors in regions not visited by the robots.
In pathological cases, the approximation could even become
unstable, providing unbounded radiation estimates, and leading
to saturated control inputs for the robots. Our robust adaptive
coverage algorithm prevents these effects and leads the robots
to converge to locally optimal positions, and to approximate the
weighting function with provable maximum error.

Sensor coverage algorithms have received a great deal of
attention in recent years. Cortés et al. [1] proposed a distrib-
uted control algorithm for finding a locally optimal sensing
configuration for a group of sensing robots, adapting concepts
from locational optimization [2], [3]. There have been several
extensions to this formulation of coverage control. This paper
[4] used a distributed interpolation scheme to recursively esti-
mate the weighting function so that it did not have to be known
a priori. In [5], the robots were assumed to have a limited sens-
ing or communication range. Pimenta et al. [6] incorporated
heterogeneous robots, and extended the algorithm to handle
nonconvex environments. Other extensions to nonconvex en-
vironments were proposed in [7] and [8]. Similar frameworks
have also been formulated for a stochastic setting [9]–[11].
Most relevant to our work, [12] removed the requirement of
knowing the weighting function a priori by learning a basis
function approximation of the weighting function on-line. This
strategy has provable convergence properties, but requires that
the weighting function lie in a known set of functions (the set
spanned by the basis functions). If the function does not lie in
this known set, the algorithm from [12] can lead to a divergent
weighting function approximation and saturated control inputs
for the robots; or, conversely, it may cause the robots to remain
in a local neighborhood of their initial positions resulting in
a poor global approximation of the weighting function. The
purpose of this paper is to guarantee a high-quality estimate
of the weighting function, and a locally optimal coverage con-
figuration for the robots, regardless of the weighting function.

The algorithm we propose here drives the robots to explore
the entire space, which enables them to learn the weighting
function with provable robustness. Specifically, the contribu-
tions of this paper are as follows.

1) We propose a new distributed motion control algorithm in
which the robots proceed asynchronously through three
different modes (partition, explore, and cover),
by coordinating over their communication network.

2) We introduce an online distributed function approximation
algorithm with a dead-zone-based robustification mecha-
nism that the robots use to learn the weighting function.

3) We prove that the combination of the motion control
algorithm and robust function approximate algorithm
lead to a) the robots learning the weighting function
with bounded maximum error, and b) they approach final
positions that are locally optimal for coverage.

4) We show results of hardware experiments with the algo-
rithm running on six iRobot Creates, as well as simulation
results with experimentally collected sensor data.

The robots first partition the environment in partition
mode using a distributed K-means clustering algorithm. They
then asynchronously switch to perform a distributed exploration
of the environment using an approximate traveling salesperson
problem (TSP) solver in explore mode. Finally, they asyn-
chronously switch to a distributed cover mode in which the
robots move to a centroidal Voronoi configuration, which is
locally optimal for sensing. The switching between these modes
is accomplished with a network algorithm that ensures that the
last robot finishes one mode before the first robot starts the
next. Concurrently with these partition, explore, and
cover modes, the robots use an online learning algorithm to
approximate the weighting function from sensor measurements.
Since we do not assume the robots can perfectly approximate
the weighting function, the parameter adaptation law for learn-
ing this weighting function uses a dead-zone modification to be
robust to function approximation errors.

In real-world applications, the form of the weighting function
is not known a priori, and if the learning algorithm does not
have an explicit robustness mechanism, then it may chatter
between models or even diverge [13]. Several techniques have
been proposed in the adaptive control literature to handle this
kind of robustness, including the dead-zone modification [14],
[15]; the σ-modification [13]; the e1-modification [16]; and the
projection modification [17]. We adapt a method inspired by
a dead-zone technique from adaptive control. We prove that
this modification, together with the exploration phase executed
by the robots, results in all robots learning a function that has
bounded maximum point-wise error from the true function.
Furthermore, all robots’ learned functions approach a common
function, and the robots converge to positions that are locally
optimal for sensing with respect to the learned function.

There are a number of other notions of multirobot sensor
coverage that are different from the formulation in this paper
(e.g., [18]–[21]). Another influential method that uses a basis
function-based approximation scheme and distributed Kalman
filtering is described in [22]. Other works have considered the
related problem of finding peaks, or sources, in unknown scalar
fields with a group of robots [23]–[25]. Some researchers have
also used the gradient of mutual information as an objective for
controlling robots to build estimates of environmental fields, as
in [26]–[28] and to avoid hazardous regions while building a
field estimate, as in [29]. In this paper, we adopt the locational
optimization approach to coverage control for its interesting
possibilities for analysis and its compatibility with existing
ideas in adaptive control [30]–[32]. We also utilize Gaussian
networks for function approximation, which is a well-known
technique that has been used in many other contexts, for exam-
ple in [33].

This paper includes an updated and expanded version of
much of the material from [34] as well as new theoretical,
experimental, and simulation results. In Section II, we introduce
notations and formulate the problem. In Section III, we describe
the function approximation strategy and the control algorithm,
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and we prove the main convergence result. Section IV gives the
results of a numerical simulation with a weighting function that
was determined from empirical measurements of light intensity
in a room. Section V describes the hardware implementa-
tion on six iRobot Creates, and gives results from a total of
14 experimental runs in two different experimental configu-
rations. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in
Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we build a model of the robotic sensing
network, the environment, and the weighting function defining
areas of importance in the environment. Much of this material
is background from existing work, for example, [12]. We then
formulate the robust adaptive coverage problem with respect to
this model. The main objective is to design a distributed control
and function approximation algorithm by which the robots can:
1) explore the environment; 2) build an approximation of the
weighting function over the environment with provable error
bounds; and 3) drive the robots to a position to provide sensor
coverage of the environment, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Let there be n robots with positions pi(t) in a planar envi-
ronment Q ⊂ R

2. The environment is assumed to be compact
and convex. We call the tuple of all robot positions P =
(p1, . . . , pn) ∈ Qn the configuration of the multirobot system,
and we assume that the robots move with integrator dynamics

ṗi = ui (1)

so that we can control their velocities directly through the con-
trol input ui. We define the Voronoi partition of the environment
to be V (P ) = {V1(P ), . . . , Vn(P )}, where

Vi(P ) = {q ∈ Q | ‖q − pi‖ ≤ ‖q − pj‖, ∀ j �= i}

and ‖ · ‖ is the �2-norm. We think of each robot i as being re-
sponsible for sensing in its associated Voronoi cell Vi. Next, we
define the communication network as an undirected graph, in
which all robots whose Voronoi cells touch, share an edge in the
graph. This graph is known as the Delaunay graph. Then, the set
of neighbors of robot i is defined as Ni := {j | Vi ∪ Vj �= ∅}.

We now define a weighting function over the environment
φ : Q 
→ R>0 (where R>0 denotes the strictly positive real
numbers). This weighting function is not known by the robots.
Intuitively, we want a high density of robots in areas where
φ(q) is large and a lower density where it is small. The
weighting function represents regions of importance or interest.
Examples may be radiation concentration levels, temperature,
concentration of a chemical contaminant, or the density of a
quantity of interest such as population density, or traffic density.
Finally, suppose that the robots have sensors with which they
can measure the value of the weighting function at their own
position, φ(pi) with high precision (i.e. without noise), but
that their quality of sensing at arbitrary points φ(q) degrades
quadratically in the distance between q and pi. That is to say
the cost of a robot at pi sensing a point at q is given by
(1/2)‖q − pi‖2. This can be extended to nonquadratic sensing
models as described in [5], but here we assume the quadratic
model for notational simplicity. Since each robot is responsible

for sensing in its own Voronoi cell, the cost of all robots sensing
over all points in the environment is given by

H(P ) =

n∑
i=1

∫
Vi(P )

1

2
‖q − pi‖2φ(q) dq. (2)

This is the overall objective function that we would like to
minimize by controlling the configuration of the multirobot
system.1

The gradient of H can be shown2 to be given by

∂H
∂pi

= −
∫

Vi(P )

(q − pi)φ(q) dq = −Mi(P ) (Ci(P )− pi) (3)

where we define Mi(P ) :=
∫
Vi(P ) φ(q) dq and Ci(P ) :=

1/Mi(P )
∫
Vi(P ) qφ(q) dq. We call Mi the mass of the Voronoi

cell i and Ci its centroid, and for efficiency of notation, we will
henceforth write these without the dependence on P . We would
like to control the robots to move to their Voronoi centroids
pi = Ci for all i since from (3), this is a critical point of H,
and if we reach such a configuration using gradient descent, we
know it will be a local minimum. Global optimization of H is
known to be computationally intractable (NP-hard for a given
discretization of the environment). Hence, it is standard in the
literature to only consider local optimality.

A. Approximate Weighting Function

Note that the cost function (2) and its gradient (3) rely on
the weighting function φ(q), which is not known to the robots.
In this paper, we provide a means by which the robots can
robustly approximateφ(q) online in a distributed way and move
to decrease (2) with respect to this approximate φ(q).

To be more precise, each robot maintains a separate approx-
imation of the weighting function, which we denote φ̂i(q, t).
These approximate weighting functions are generated from a
linear combination of m static basis functions, K(q) = [K1(q)
· · · Km(q)]T , where each basis function is a radially symmetric
Gaussian of the form

Kj(q) =
1

2πσ2
exp

{
−‖q − μj‖2

2σ2

}
(4)

with fixed width σ and fixed center μj . Furthermore, the centers
are arranged in a regular grid over Q. Each robot then forms
its approximate weighting function as a weighted sum of these
basis functions φ̂i(q, t) = K(q)T âi(t), where âi(t) is the para-
meter vector of robot i. This function approximation scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 2.3 Each element in the parameter vector is

1We have pursued an intuitive development of this cost function, though
more rigorous arguments can also be made [35]. This function is known in
several fields of study including the placement of retail facilities [3] and data
compression [36].

2The computation of this gradient is more complex than it may seem, because
the Voronoi cells Vi(P ) depend on P , which results in extra integral terms.
Fortunately, these extra terms all sum to zero, as shown in, for example, [37].

3This is a well-known form of a universal function approximator. There
are several delicate choices that must be made in designing such a function
approximation network, such as values for the Gaussian width σ and the
number and density of basis functions to use. Issues such as these have been
addressed in many previous works, for example [33].
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Fig. 2. Weighting function approximation is illustrated in this simplified 2-D
schematic. The true weighting function φ(q) is approximated by robot i to be
φ̂i(q, t). The basis function vector K(q) is shown as three Gaussians (dashed
curves), and the parameter vector âi(t) denotes the weighting of each Gaussian.

constrained to lie within some lower and upper bounds
0 < amin < amax < ∞ so that âi(t) ∈ [amin, amax]

m. These
bounds are set based on standard design considerations in order
to prevent memory overflow and control actuator saturation.
This does not limit the class of functions φ(q) that can be
approximated, it only increases the minimum approximation
error. Robot i’s approximation of its Voronoi cell mass and
centroid can then be defined as M̂i(P, t) :=

∫
Vi(P ) φ̂i(q, t) dq

and Ĉi(P, t) := 1/M̂i(P, t)
∫
Vi(P ) qφ̂i(q, t) dq, respectively.

Again, we will drop the dependence of M̂i and Ĉi on (P, t)
for notational simplicity.

We measure the difference between an approximate weight-
ing function and the true weighting function as the L∞ function
norm of their difference, so that the best approximation is
given by

a := argmin
â∈[amin,amax]m

max
q∈Q

∣∣K(q)T â− φ(q)
∣∣ (5)

and the optimal function approximation error is given by

φε(q) := K(q)T a− φ(q). (6)

It will be shown in the proof of the main theorem, Theorem 1,
that the L∞ norm gives the tightest approximation bound with
our proof technique. The only restriction that we put on φ(q)
is that it is bounded over the environment or, equivalently,
the approximation error is bounded |φε(q)| ≤ φεmax

< ∞. We
assume that the robots have knowledge of this bound φεmax

. In
practice, the parameter φεmax

is essentially an error tolerance
set by the user, and it must be chosen through domain ex-
pertise. Such parameters are common in adaptive control with
robustification features, as described in, for example, [30]. The
theoretical analysis in the previous work [12] was not robust to
function approximation errors in that it requiredφε(q) ≡ 0. One
of the main contributions here is to formulate an algorithm that
is provably robust to function approximation errors. We only
require that the robots have a known bound for the function
approximation error φεmax

.
Function approximation errors can occur in real-world ap-

plications for many reasons. The field may be too complex
to be represented exactly by a finite set of basis functions.
For example, the field may be noisy, or the robots may have
noisy sensors, leading to a “spiky” field that cannot be exactly
represented without some error, as in (6). Hence, one of the

Fig. 3. Graphical overview of the quantities involved in the controller is shown.
The robots move to cover a bounded, convex environment Q. Their positions
are pi(t), and they each have a Voronoi region Vi(P ) with a true centroid
Ci(P ) and an estimated centroid Ĉi(P, t). The true centroid is determined
using a sensory function φ(q), which indicates the relative importance of points
q in Q. The robots do not know φ(q), so they calculate an estimated centroid
using an approximation φ̂i(q, t) learned from sensor measurements of φ(q).

main motivations for our robust approach is robustness to noise
in real-world applications.

Finally, we define the parameter error as ãi(t) := âi(t)− a.
In what follows, we describe an online tuning law by which
robot i can tune its parameters âi to approach a neighborhood of
the optimal parameters a. Our proposed controller then causes
the robots to converge to their approximate centroids pi → Ĉi

for all i. An overview of the geometrical objects involved in our
setup is shown in Fig. 3.

III. ROBUST ADAPTIVE COVERAGE ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the algorithm that drives the
robots to spread out over the environment while simultaneously
approximating the weighting function online. The algorithm
is naturally decomposed into two parts: 1) the parameter
adaptation law, by which each robot updates its approximate
weighting function, and 2) the control algorithm, which drives
the robots to explore the environment before moving to their
final positions for coverage. We describe these two parts in
separate sections and then prove performance guarantees for
the two working together.

Throughout this section, we assume that each robot has
access to its own Voronoi cell Vi, from which it can compute
the mass, centroid, and lengths of edges of Vi as needed. The
robots can compute Vi in a distributed way using well-known
distributed algorithms [1]. These algorithms require that each
robot can communicate directly with its Voronoi neighbors
(which tend to be the closest neighbors in the network). In other
words, we assume that the graph describing the communication
network contains the Delaunay graph.

A. Online Function Approximation

The parameters âi used to calculate φ̂i(q, t) are adjusted
according to a set of adaptation laws which are introduced
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below. First, we define two quantities

Λi(t) =

∫
s∈Ωi(t)

K(s)K(s)T ds (7)

λi(t) =

∫
s∈Ωi(t)

K(s)φ(s) ds (8)

where Ωi(t) = {s | s = pi(τ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ t} is the set of points
in the trajectory of pi from time 0 to time t. The quantities in
(7) can be calculated differentially by robot i using Λ̇i(t) =
Ki(t)Ki(t)

T ‖ṗi(t)‖ and λ̇i(t) = Ki(t)φi(t)‖ṗi(t)‖ with zero
initial conditions, where we introduced the shorthand notation
Ki(t) := K(pi(t)) and φi(t) := φ(pi(t)). As previously stated,
robot i can measure φi(t) continuously in time with its sensors.
Now we define another quantity

Fi =

∫
Vi

K(q)(q − pi)
T dq

∫
Vi
(q − pi)K(q)T dq∫

Vi
φ̂i(q) dq

. (9)

Notice that Fi can also be computed by robot i since it does not
require any knowledge of the true weighting function φ.

The “pre” adaptation law for âi is now defined as

˙̂aprei = −γBdz
i (Λiâi−λi)− ζ

∑
j∈Ni

lij(âi−âj)−kFiâi (10)

where γ, ζ, and k are positive gains, lij is the length of the
shared Voronoi edge between robots i and j, and Bdz

i (·) is a
dead-zone function which gives a zero if its argument is below
some value. We will give Bdz

i careful attention in what follows
since it is the main tool to ensure robustness to function approx-
imation errors. Before describing the dead zone in detail, we
note that the three terms in (10) have an intuitive interpretation.
The first term is an integral of the function approximation error
over the robot’s trajectory, so that the parameter âi is tuned to
decrease this error. The second is the difference between the
robot’s parameters and its neighbors’ parameters. This term will
be shown to lead to parameter consensus; the parameter vectors
for all robots will approach a common vector. The third term
compensates for uncertainty in the centroid position estimate,
and will be shown to ensure convergence of the robots to their
estimated centroids. A more in-depth explanation of each term
can be found in [12].

Finally, we give the parameter adaptation law by restricting
the “pre” adaptation law so that the parameters remain within
their prescribed limits [amin, amax] using a projection operator.
We introduce a matrix Iproji defined element-wise as

Iproji (j) :=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, for amin < âi(j) < amax

0, for âi(j) = amin and ˙̂aprei (j) ≥ 0

0, for âi(j) = amax and ˙̂aprei (j) ≤ 0

1, otherwise

(11)

where (j) denotes the jth element for a vector and the jth
diagonal element for a matrix. The entries of Iproji are only

nonzero if the parameter is about to exceed its bound. Now the
parameters are changed according to the adaptation law

˙̂ai = Γ
(
˙̂aprei − Iproji

˙̂aprei

)
(12)

where Γ ∈ R
m×m is a diagonal, positive definite gain matrix.

Although the adaptation law given by (10) and (12) is notation-
ally complicated, it has a straightforward interpretation, it is of
low computational complexity, and it is composed entirely of
quantities that can be computed by robot i.

As mentioned before, the key innovation in this adaptation
law compared with the one in [12] is the dead-zone function
Bdz

i . We design this function so that the parameters only
change in response to function errors that could be reduced with
different parameters. Without this modification, the algorithm
may appear to work in some instances, but in others cases,
the parameters may go unbounded or they may chatter, leading
to divergent robot trajectories. More specifically, the minimal
function error that can be achieved is φε, as shown in (6).
Therefore, if the integrated parameter error (Λiâi − λi) is less
than φε integrated over the robot’s path, we have no reason to
change the parameters. We will show that the correct form for
the dead zone to prevent unnecessary parameter adaptation is

Bdz
i (x) =

{
0 if ‖x‖ < ‖βi‖φεmax

Λix (‖x‖ − ‖βi‖φεmax
) otherwise

(13)

where βi :=
∫
s∈Ωi(t)

K(s) ds. The dead-zone function can be
evaluated by robot i since βi(t) can be computed differentially
from β̇i = Ki‖ṗi‖ with zero initial conditions. With this defin-
ition, using (7) and (8), we also have that

Bdz
i (Λiâi − λi) = Bdz

i (Λiãi + λεi) (14)

where λεi :=
∫
s∈Ωi(t)

K(s)φε(s) ds.

B. Control Algorithm

We propose to use a control algorithm that is composed of
a set of control modes, with switching conditions to determine
when the robots change from one mode to the next. The robots
first move to partition the basis function centers among one
another, so that each center is assigned to one robot, then
each robot executes a traveling salesperson problem (TSP)
tour through all of the basis function centers that have been
assigned to it. This tour will provide sufficient information so
that the weighting function can be estimated well over all of the
environment. Then, the robots carry out a centroidal Voronoi
controller using the estimated weighting function to drive to
final positions. We call the first mode the “partition” mode, the
second the “explore” mode, and the third the “cover” mode.
This sequence of control modes is executed asynchronously in
a distributed fashion, during which the function approximation
parameters are updated continually with (10) and (12).

We would like the robots to switch between the three modes
in sequence. However, in order to ensure that the required task
from one mode is globally completed before proceeding to
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the next mode, we require a provably correct global coordina-
tion algorithm for the robots. To do this in a distributed and
asynchronous way, in this paper, we let every robot maintain
an estimate of the mode of every other robot, and we update
this estimate using a flooding communication protocol. More
formally, for each robot, we define a mode variable Mii ∈
{partition,explore,cover}. In order to coordinate
their mode switches, each robot also maintains an estimate
of the modes of all other robots, so that Mij is the estimate
by robot i of robot j’s mode, and Mi := (Mi1, . . . ,Min)
is an n-tuple of robot i’s estimates of all robots’ modes.
Furthermore, the modes are ordered with respect to one an-
other by partition < explore < cover, so that the
max(Mi,Mj) function is a tuple containing the element-
wise maximum of the two mode estimate tuples Mi and Mj ,
according to this ordering. These mode estimates are updated
using the flooding communication protocol described below in
Algorithm 2. The conditions for a robot to switch from one
mode to another are given formally in Algorithm 1. Most im-
portant, Algorithm 1 ensures that the last robot has finished the
partition mode before the first robot begins the explore
phase, guaranteeing that each basis function center is visited
by one of the robots. The algorithm provides a mechanism
for “artificially synchronizing” the robots, even though they
do not operate on synchronous clocks. The two algorithms run
concurrently in different threads. The control laws within each
mode are then defined as follows.

Algorithm 1 Switching Control Algorithm (executed by robot i)

Require: Communication with Voronoi neighbors.
Require: Knowledge of position, pi, in global coordinate

frame.
Require: Knowledge of the total number of robots n.
Require: Knowledge of flooding algorithm (Algorithm 2)

update period, T .
Require: Access to mode estimates Mi updated from

Algorithm 2.
while Mi �= (explore , . . . ,explore do

if Mii == explore then
ui = [0, 0]T

else
ui = u

partition
i

end if
if Distance to mean of basis function centers < εpartition

and Mii == partition then
Mii = explore

end if
end while
Compute TSP tour through basis function centers Nμ

i

Wait for nT seconds with ui = [0, 0]T

Execute TSP tour
Mii = cover
while Mii == cover do
ui = ucoveri

end while

Algorithm 2 Mode Estimate Flooding (executed by robot i)

Require: The network is connected.
Require: The robots have synchronized clocks with which

they broadcast during a pre-assigned time slot.
Initialize Mi = (partition , . . . ,partition)
while 1 do

if Broadcast received from robot j then
Mi = max(Mi,Mj) (where partition <
explore< cover)

end if
if Robot i’s turn to broadcast then

Broadcast Mi

end if
end while

a) Partition: In the partition mode, each robot uses the
controller

u
partition
i = k

⎛
⎝ 1

|Nμ
i |

∑
j∈Nμ

i

μj − pi

⎞
⎠ (15)

where Nμ
i := {μj | ‖μj − pi‖ ≤ ‖μj − pk‖ ∀ k �= i} is the set

of the closest basis function centers to robot i, μj are the basis
function centers from (4), and |Nμ

i | is the number of elements
inNμ

i . Since each robot knows its Voronoi cell, it can determine
which basis function centers lie inside the cell, and these will be
the ones closer to it than to any other robot. The positions pi(t),
pk(t), and the set Nμ

i evolve continuously in time. Together,
with (1), this implements a continuous time K-means clustering
algorithm. This mode serves to divide the basis function centers
into n approximately equal sized groups, one group for each
robot, in order to “balance” the load in the explore mode.
However, if the groups are not equally sized, this has no bearing
on the correctness or convergence of our control algorithm.

b) Explore: In the explore mode, each robot drives a tour
at a constant speed ‖ṗi‖ = v through each basis function center
in its neighborhoodμj for j ∈ Nμ

i . Any tour that visits all basis
function centers is sufficient for learning (as proved in Lemma 1
below). We choose the TSP tour since it is the shortest such tour
and, hence, will conserve the robots’ energy. Although solving
the TSP is NP-hard in the worst case, in practice, TSP tours can
be computed efficiently with freely available exact or approx-
imate TSP solvers (e.g., the Concorde TSP Solver http://
www.math.uwaterloo.ca/tsp/concorde/).

c) Cover: Finally, for the cover mode, each robot moves
toward the centroid of its Voronoi cell using

ucoveri = k(Ĉi − pi) (16)

where k is the same positive gain from (10).
Using the aforementioned control and function approxima-

tion algorithm, we can prove that all robots converge to the
estimated centroid of their Voronoi cells, that all robots’ func-
tion approximation parameters converge to the same parameter
vector, and that this parameter vector has a bounded error with
the optimal parameter vector. This is stated formally in the
following theorem.
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Theorem 1 (Convergence): A network of robots with dy-
namics (1) using Algorithm 1 for control, Algorithm 2 for
communication, as well as (10) and (12) for online function
approximation has the following convergence guarantees:

lim
t→∞

∥∥∥pi(t)− Ĉi(P, t)
∥∥∥ = 0 ∀ i (17)

lim
t→∞

‖âi(t)− âj(t)‖ = 0 ∀ i, j (18)

lim
t→∞

‖âi(t)− a‖ ≤
∑n

j=1 2 ‖βj(t)‖φεmax

mineig
(∑n

j=1 Λj(t)
) ∀ i. (19)

The proof of this theorem depends upon the following two
Lemmas, whose proofs are given in the Appendix.

Lemma 1 (Complete Exploration): If every basis function
center is visited by at least one robot, then

∑n
i=1 Λi(t) > 0

for all t > maxj tj , where tj is the first time that the jth basis
function center was visited.

Lemma 2 (Uniform Continuity): The following functions are
uniformly continuous:

ψ1(t) = −
n∑

i=1

‖Ĉi − pi‖2kM̂i, ψ2(t) = −ζ

m∑
j=1

α̂T
j L(P )α̂j

ψ3(t) = −
n∑

i=1

γãTi B
dz
i (Λiãi + λεi).

Proof of Theorem 1: The proof has two parts. The first
part is to show that all robots reach “cover” mode and stay
in “cover” mode. The second part uses a Lyapunov-type proof
technique similar to the one in [12] to show that once all robots
are in “cover” mode, the convergence claims of (17)–(19)
follow.

First, the “partition” mode simply implements a K-means
clustering algorithm [38], in which the basis function centers
are the points to be clustered, and the robots move to the cluster
means. This algorithm is well-known to converge in the sense
that for any εpartition, there exists a time T partition

i at which
the distance between the robot and the centers’ mean is less
than εpartition; therefore, according to Algorithm 1, all robots
will reach Mii = explore at some finite time. After this time,
according to Algorithm 1, a robot will remain stopped until all
of its mode estimates have switched to “explore.”

Now we prove that for any robot, at the time when all
of its mode estimates have switched to “explore,” all of the
other robots have completed the “partition” mode and they
are stopped in fixed positions, thus ensuring a correct partition
of the environment. Suppose the first robot to achieve Mi =
(explore , . . . ,explore) does so at time Tf . This means
that at some time in the past, all other robots j have switched to
Mjj = explore and stopped moving, but none of them have
Mj = (explore , . . . ,explore). (Otherwise, they would be
the first). Therefore, at Tf , all robots have completed “parti-
tion” mode and are stopped. Suppose the last robot to achieve
Mi = (explore , . . . ,explore) does so at Tl. From the
properties of the standard flooding algorithm Algorithm 2,
we know that Tl − Tf ≤ nT (the maximum time between the
first robot to obtain Mi = (explore , . . . ,explore) and
the last robot to do so is nT ). Therefore, at time Tl, the

first robot to have Mi = (explore , . . . ,explore) will still
be stopped, because it waits for nT seconds after achieving
Mi = (explore , . . . ,explore). We have established that
all robots are stopped in the time interval [Tf , Tl]. When any
robot obtains Mi = (explore , . . . ,explore) it will do so
at some time Ti satisfying Tf ≤ Ti ≤ Tl; hence, all robots
will be stopped at this time. At time Ti, robot i computes its
TSP tour, according to Algorithm 1. Even though the robots
may compute their TSP tours at different times, they are all
at the same fixed positions when they do so, according to
the aforementioned reasoning. Therefore, each basis function
center is in at least one robot’s TSP tour.

After all robots finish their TSP tours in “explore” mode,
we have mineig(

∑n
i=1 Λi) > 0 from Lemma 1 since all ba-

sis function centers have been visited by at least one robot.
This ensures that the bound in (19) is meaningful. Intuitively,
when the robots have completely explored the environment,
mineig(

∑n
i=1 Λi) is large, making the bound in (19) small.

Each tour is finite length, so it will terminate in finite time;
hence, each robot will eventually enter the “cover” mode.
Furthermore, when some robots are in “cover” mode and some
are still in “explore” mode, the robots in “cover” mode will
remain inside the environment Q. This is because Q is convex,
and since Ĉi ∈ Vi ⊂ Q and pi ∈ Q, by convexity, the segment
connecting the two is in Q. Since the robots have integrator
dynamics (1), they will stay within the union of these segments
over time pi(t) ∈ ∪τ>0(Ci(τ) − pi(τ)) and, therefore, remain
in the environment Q. Thus, at some finite time T cover, all
robots reach “cover” mode and are at positions inside Q.
Furthermore, they never change from “cover” mode once they
have reached it, as indicated in Algorithm 1, which completes
the first part of the proof.

Now for the second part of the proof, define a Lyapunov-like
function

V = H+
1

2

n∑
i=1

ãTi Γ
−1ãi (20)

which incorporates the sensing cost H, and is quadratic in
the parameter errors ãi. We will use several applications of
Barbălat’s lemma [39], [40] to prove (17)–(19). Barbălat’s
lemma states that for a function ψ(t), if the limit of its integral
exists and is bounded,

∫∞
0 ψ(τ) dτ = Ψ∞ with |Ψ∞| < ∞, and

if ψ(t) is uniformly continuous, then limt→∞ ψ(t) = 0.
Notice that V ≥ 0. We will first show that V̇ ≤ 0, which

implies that limt→∞ V = V∞ exists and is finite. (This is a basic
theorem of real analysis). Taking the time derivative of V along
the trajectories of the system and simplifying with (3) gives

V̇ =

n∑
i=1

(
−‖Ĉi − pi‖2kM̂i + ãTi kFiâi + ãTi Γ

−1 ˙̂ai

)
.

Substituting for ˙̂ai with (10), (12), and (14) gives

V̇ = −
n∑

i=1

⎛
⎝‖Ĉi − pi‖2kM̂i + γãTi B

dz
i (Λiãi + λεi)

+ ζãTi
∑
j∈Ni

lij(âi − âj) + ãTi I
proj
i

˙̂aprei

⎞
⎠ .
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Rearranging terms, we obtain

V̇ = −
n∑

i=1

(
‖Ĉi − pi‖2kM̂i + γãTi B

dz
i (Λiãi + λεi)

+ ãTi I
proj
i

˙̂aprei

)
− ζ

m∑
j=1

α̂T
j L(P )α̂j (21)

where α̂j := [â1j . . . âmj]
T is the jth element in every robot’s

parameter vector, stacked into a vector, and L(P ) ≥ 0 is the
graph Laplacian for the Delaunay graph which defines the
robots communication network. (Please refer to the proof of
[12, Theor. 2] for details.) Define ψ1(t) := −

∑n
i=1 ‖Ĉi −

pi‖2kM̂i, ψ2(t) := −ζ
∑m

j=1 α̂
T
j L(P )α̂j , ψ3(t) := −

∑n
i=1

γãTi B
dz
i (Λiãi + λεi), and ψ4(t) := −

∑n
i=1 ã

T
i I

proj
i

˙̂aprei ,
which gives V̇ = ψ1(t) + ψ2(t) + ψ3(t) + ψ4(t). Notice that
ψ1(t) is a negative sum of the square of norms and, therefore,
is nonpositive, and ψ2(t) is nonpositive because L(P ) ≥ 0.
Furthermore, ψ4(t) is nonpositive by the design of the
projection operation in (11). (This is shown in the proof in,
[12, Theor. 1].) Therefore, ψ3(t) is the only term in question,
and this term distinguishes the Lyapunov construction here
from the one in the proof of, [12, Theor. 1].

We now show that ψ3(t) is also nonpositive by design. Sup-
pose ‖Λiãi + λεi‖ < ‖βi‖φεmax

from (13) for some i. Then,
Bdz

i (Λãi + λεi) = 0 and the ith contribution to the term ψ3(t)
is zero. Now suppose ‖Λiãi + λεi‖ ≥ ‖βi‖φεmax

for some i. In
that case, we have

0 ≤ ‖Λiãi + λεi‖ −

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫

Ωi(t)

K(s)φε(s) ds

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ ‖Λiãi + λεi‖2 − λT

εi(Λiãi + λεi)

≤ ãTi Λi(Λiãi + λεi). (22)

Then, from the definition of the dead-zone operator Bdz
i (·), we

have

ãTi B
dz
i (Λiãi + λεi)

= ãTi Λi(Λiãi + λεi) (‖Λiãi + λεi‖ − ‖βi‖φεmax
) ≥ 0

since the ãTi Λi(Λiãi + λεi) was shown to be non-negative in
(22), and ‖Λiãi + λεi‖ − ‖βi‖φεmax

is non-negative by suppo-
sition. Therefore, the ith contribution to ψ3(t) is nonpositive in
this case. Then, ψ3(t) is a sum of nonpositive quantities, hence
ψ3(t) ≤ 0. We conclude therefore that V̇ ≤ 0, and since V ≥ 0,
this means limt→∞ V = V∞ exists and is finite.

We now apply Barbălat’s lemma to ψ1(t), ψ2(t), and
ψ3(t) to obtain the three main results of the theorem. We
already established that each of the ψi(t) terms is nonpos-
itive; therefore, their integrals must be nonpositive Ψi(t) :=∫ t
0 ψi(τ) dτ ≤ 0 for all t and for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We have

that V =
∑4

i=1 Ψi(t) + V0 ≥ 0, hence Ψi(t) ≥ −V0, ∀ i. Now
since Ψi(t) are all lower bounded by −V0 and they have
nonpositive time derivatives ψi(t) ≤ 0, we conclude that each

one reaches a finite limit Ψi,∞. (Again, this is a fundamental
theorem of real analysis.) Now, to apply Barbălat’s lemma to
ψ1(t), ψ2(t), and ψ3(t), we only need to show that they are
uniformly continuous.4 This is given by Lemma 2, which is
proved in the Appendix; hence, we conclude that ψk(t) → 0,
k = 1, 2, 3.

Now we show that ψk(t) → 0, k = 1, 2, 3 implies the con-
vergence claims stated in the theorem. It is clear that ψ1(t)→0
gives the position convergence (17), and ψ3(t) → 0 gives pa-
rameter consensus (18). (Again, see [12] for more details on
these.) Finally, we verify the parameter error convergence (19).
We know that the dead-zone term approaches zero ψ3(t) → 0;
therefore, for all i, either limt→∞ ãTi Λi(Λiãi + λεi) = 0,
or limt→∞(‖Λiãi + λεi‖ − ‖βi‖φεmax

) < 0. We already saw
from (22) that ãTi Λi(Λiãi + λεi) = 0 implies ‖Λiãi + λεi‖ −
‖βi‖φεmax

≤ 0; thus, we only consider this later case. Then
from limt→∞(‖Λiãi + λεi‖ − ‖βi‖φεmax

) ≤ 0, we have

0 ≥ lim
t→∞

(‖Λiãi + λεi‖ − ‖βi‖φεmax
)

and because of parameter consensus (18) 0 ≥ limt→∞(‖Λjãi +
λεj‖ − ‖βj‖φεmax

) for all j. Then, summing over j, we have

0 ≥ lim
t→∞

⎛
⎝ n∑

j=1

‖Λjãi + λεj‖ −
n∑

j=1

‖βj‖φεmax

⎞
⎠

≥ lim
t→∞

⎛
⎝
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

Λj ãi +
n∑

j=1

λεj

∥∥∥∥∥∥−
n∑

j=1

‖βj‖φεmax

⎞
⎠

≥ lim
t→∞

⎛
⎝
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

Λjãi

∥∥∥∥∥∥−
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

λεj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣∣∣∣−

n∑
j=1

‖βj‖φεmax

⎞
⎠ .

The last condition has two possibilities; either limt→∞(‖
∑n

j=1

Λjãi‖ > ‖
∑n

j=1 λεj‖), in which case

0 ≥ lim
t→∞

⎛
⎝
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

Λj ãi

∥∥∥∥∥∥−
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

λεj

∥∥∥∥∥∥−
n∑

j=1

‖βj‖φεmax

⎞
⎠

≥ lim
t→∞

⎛
⎝
∥∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=1

Λj ãi

∥∥∥∥∥∥− 2

n∑
j=1

‖βj‖φεmax

⎞
⎠ (23)

where the last inequality uses the fact that ‖
∑n

j=1 λεj‖ ≤∑n
j=1 ‖βj‖φεmax

‖. Otherwise, limt→∞(‖
∑n

j=1 Λjãi‖ <

‖
∑n

j=1 λεj‖), which implies limt→∞(‖
∑n

j=1 Λjãi‖ <∑n
j=1 ‖βj‖φεmax

) which, in turn, implies (23); thus, we only
need to consider (23). This expression then leads to

0 ≥ lim
t→∞

⎛
⎝mineig

⎛
⎝ n∑

j=1

Λj

⎞
⎠ ‖ãi‖ − 2

n∑
j=1

‖βj‖φεmax

⎞
⎠

and dividing both sides by mineig(
∑n

j=1 Λj) (which is strictly
positive according to Lemma 1), gives (19). �

4In fact, ψ4(t) is not uniformly continuous, but this is inconsequential to our
proof.
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Remark 1 (Optimality): The algorithm drives the robots to
converge to a locally optimal sensing configuration with respect
to their learned weighting function. Furthermore, all robots
converge to the same learned weighting function, as ensured
by (18). This means that their positions locally optimizes
the coverage cost function (2) where φ(q) is replaced with
the learned weighting function φ̂(q) = limt→∞ K(q)T âi(t).
This locally optimal performance is the state of the art, even
when the weighting function is fully known beforehand [1]. In
fact, it is known that the optimization of (2) is NP-hard when
φ(q) is known [3]; hence, we cannot expect to find the global
optimum, particularly when φ(q) is not known.

In practice, we find that most locally optimal positions are
of nearly equal quality, and they are not appreciably worse
than the global optimum. If better local optima are desired,
one can implement a simulated annealing style algorithm by
adding a small amount of noise to the robots’ control input,
with asymptotically decreasing magnitude. Indeed, in any hard-
ware implementation, there will be actuation noise, which will
lead the robots to dislodge themselves from undesirable local
minima.

Remark 2 (Choosing Parameters): The algorithm has several
parameters that must be tuned by the user. These include
γ, Γ, k, and ζ. The results of the theorem hold regardless of the
specific values of these gains. The appropriate choices for the
gains depend greatly upon the specific hardware and electronics
that one uses. In practice, they should be tuned roughly in
simulation and then fine-tuned experimentally. The values used
in our experiments are recorded in Section V.

Furthermore, one may wonder what is the dependency of the
performance on the number of basis functions m, and the size
of the known function error bound φεmax

. It is straightforward
to show that the algorithm execution time scales linearly in m.
Also, the function approximation error grows no worse than
linearly in φεmax

, as evident from (19) in Theorem 1.
Remark 3 (Failure Conditions): The results of Theorem 1

hold strictly under the modeling assumptions we described
before. In practice, these assumptions will not hold exactly;
hence, it is natural to wonder about the algorithm performance
in these cases. Empirically, we find that the algorithm does not
“fail” in the sense of a divergence, or an instability. In the case
of noise, robot dynamics, or an incorrect function approxima-
tion bound φεmax

, the algorithm performance degrades gently.
This is evidenced by our hardware experiments, in which the
algorithm performs as expected despite the presence of these
sources of error.

Remark 4 (Robot Initial Positions): Strictly speaking, robots
do not have to start within the region Q. If a robot starts outside
Q, one of two things may occur: 1) the robot will never move
because its Voronoi cell is empty or 2) it will eventually enter
Q over the course of the execution of the controller, and once it
enters, it will not leave.

Remark 5 (Extensions to Nonconvex Environments and Time-
Varying Environments): The algorithm can also be directly
extended to several classes of nonconvex environments, includ-
ing ones with occlusions and obstacles, by using the coverage
control methods from, for example, [6]–[8] in place of the
basic coverage controller (16). Furthermore, the algorithm will

Fig. 4. Comparison of the weighting functions. (a) The true weighting func-
tion. (b) The optimal, offline, centrally reconstructed weighting function for the
chosen basis functions. (c) The weighting function for the proposed algorithm
with dead-zone and exploration. (d) The previously proposed algorithm without
dead-zone or exploration (note the different z-axis scale).

perform well for a time-varying weighting function φ(q, t) as
long as the weighting function changes slowly compared with
the speed of the robots and the convergence rate of the learning
algorithm.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The proposed algorithm is tested using the data collected
from previous experiments [41] in which two incandescent
office lights were placed at the position (0, 0) of the environ-
ment, and the robots used on-board light sensors to measure
the light intensity. The data collected during these previous
experiments was used to generate a realistic weighting function
which cannot be reconstructed exactly by the chosen basis
functions. In the simulation, there are 10 robots and the basis
functions are arranged on a 15 × 15 grid in the environment.

The proposed robust algorithm was compared against the
standard algorithm from [12], which assumes that the weight-
ing function can be matched exactly. The true and optimally
reconstructed [according to (5)] weighting functions are shown
in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d),
with the robust and standard algorithm respectively, the pro-
posed robust algorithm significantly outperforms the standard
algorithm, and reconstructs the true weighting function well.
The robot trajectories for the robust and standard adaptive
coverage algorithm are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively.
Since the standard algorithm does not include the exploration
phase, the robots get stuck in a local area around their starting
position, which causes the robots to be unsuccessful in learning
an acceptable model of the weighting function. In contrast, the
robots with the robust algorithm explore the entire space and
reconstruct the true weighting function well.
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Fig. 5. Vehicle trajectories for the different control strategies and the values
of their Lyapunov functions are shown. The initial and final vehicle position
is marked by a circle and cross, respectively. It is evident from the Lyapunov
function values that the robust algorithm significantly outperforms the standard
algorithm. (a) Robust algorithm. (b) Standard algorithm. (c) Lyapunov function.

V. HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS

In addition to verifying the algorithm in simulation, we
implemented the algorithm on a group of robots to demonstrate
its practical feasibility. Six iRobot Creates with Asus Eee PC
1015PXs were used as the robot platforms. The robots sensed
light intensity as the weighting function, as measured by an Ad-
vanced Photonix PDV-P9008 photocell mounted on each robot.
The Robot Operating System (ROS) was used as the means
of communication and Python was chosen as the language of
implementation. For localizing the robots, a room outfitted with
a Vicon motion capture system was used. As is usually the
case, several modifications from the theoretical algorithm were
required for a hardware implementation, of which the most
significant are described here.

Collisions: While collisions were not treated directly in
the development of the algorithm and were not accounted for
in the simulation, they had to be addressed in the hardware
implementation. Our method for avoiding collisions was to
draw a line between the robot and its goal. The robot’s position
is then projected along this line for two robot radii to check
for imminent collisions. If a collision is detected, the robot
determines the relative heading of the other robot with respect
to itself, turns 90 degrees in the opposite direction, and travels
a fixed distance. This simple algorithm was seen to be suffi-
ciently robust in practice, though a more sophisticated collision
avoidance scheme would be preferable if collisions are a critical
concern, such as for quadrotors or other aircraft.

Integration: In implementing the time integration required
for the controller and parameter adaptation laws, there were
two modifications from the mathematical model. Firstly, a fixed
time step of 0.01 s was used in computing the integration,

although in actuality the time taken for a single update of the
equations varied considerably from one time step to the next
due to variable wireless transmission delays and other hard-to-
predict delays in the system. We found that assuming a fixed
time step provided a more robust solution despite the variation
in actual update times.

Secondly, the dead-zone function used in the experiments
was a normalized version of the one described in the the-
oretical development above. Specifically, the dead-zone was
computed as

Bdz
i (x) =

{
0, if C(x) < 0
x
‖x‖C(x), otherwise

with

C(x)=
∥∥∥Λ 1

2
i

∥∥∥×(∥∥∥Λ−1/2
i x

∥∥∥−∥∥∥Λ 1
2
i βi

∥∥∥φεmax
−
∥∥∥Λ 1

2
i Λ0

∥∥∥ amax

)
where Λ0 > 0 is a small but positive definite initial condition
for Λi. Although it looks more complicated, this dead-zone
is a normalized version of (13). The reason for the change
is that the normalized version was found to require less fine
tuning of the adaptation gain γ in practice. We chose to use
the unnormalized dead-zone in the theoretical development,
both because it has a simpler mathematical form, and because
it is more straightforward to prove some of the technicalities
required for the parameter convergence result in Theorem 1.

Delay: Another difficulty not accounted for directly in the
analysis or simulations is delays in communication. The algo-
rithm is fully decentralized, however to avoid practical diffi-
culties with mesh network hardware, we simulated the network
on a base computer, and computed the control actions of each
robot on this base computer. We then used 802.11 (Wi-Fi) to
transmit waypoint commands to the iRobot Creates from the
base station. Wi-Fi transmission rates are known to depend
on interference and room geometry in hard-to-predict ways.
We mitigated the effects of variable delays due to wireless
transmission by choosing our control and adaptation gains to
be suitably low, and by choosing an environment discretization
that was coarse enough to give relatively small wireless packets,
while preserving control performance.

Robot Motion: In our analysis and simulation results, ro-
bots are represented as noiseless point integrators. In practice,
however, the robots’ motion incorporate noise, and a controller
is required to move the robots to desired positions. For the
experiments, a waypoint controller was implemented to rotate
the robot to the desired heading within some tolerance, and then
drive directly to the waypoint.

A. Experimental Setup

Two groups of experiments were conducted with the
six iRobot Creates; the first tested for robustness to real-world
complications such as sensing and actuation noise, while the
second tested specifically for sensitivity to positional errors
in the robots. The control and adaptation gains used in the
control algorithm were k = 3, ζ = 30, γ = 0.1, and Γ = I .
For estimating the weighting function we used an 8 × 8 grid
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Fig. 6. Environment used in the experiments, with one robot shown. There are
light sources in the bottom left and upper right corners, though the source in the
lower left is not shown in the frame of the photograph. The robots’ environment
is the 3 m × 3 m region outlined in black.

of Gaussian basis functions (hence m = 64) with standard
deviation σ = 0.55 m. The function error bound was φεmax

=
0.3, and the minimum and maximum parameters were amin =
0.001, amax = 10, respectively.

Experimental Setup 1: The first experimental setup was run
11 times, each with the same light placement, shown in Fig. 6.
The environment was a 3 m × 3 m square shown in the figure.
A 10 × 10 grid was used for the spatial integration to compute
M̂i, Ĉi and Fi, as required for the control algorithm. Six robots
were used in each run, with their starting locations varied from
one run to the next. The light sensors were placed at the center
of the robot, so that the robot’s position was the same as the
sensor’s position.

Experimental Setup 2: This experimental setup was repeated
for three runs and was the same as Experimental Setup 1 in
all respects, except that the light sensors were offset 15 cm
from the center from the robot. This placement introduced
a significant positional error in the location of the sensor,
depending both on the location and the angle of the robot. This
was to test the robustness of the algorithm to a significantly
source of positional error.

B. Results

The experimental results indicate that the robots are able to
repeatably reconstruct the light field and position themselves
at locally-optimal positions for sensing, despite a significant
function approximation errors, as predicted by our theoretical
results.

Robot trajectories and the learned light intensity function
from one run with Experimental Setup 1 is shown in Fig. 7.
Please see the accompanying movie to view the animated ex-
perimental data. The left frame shows the state of the 6 iCreate
robots after the partition mode, when they have divided
the basis function centers amongst themselves. The center
frame shows the trajectories of the robots in the explore
mode, during which they make a tour through all the basis
function centers. The right most frame shows the robots in their
final coverage configuration at the end of the cover mode,
with their approximate trajectories drawn. The final learned
weighting function is represented by the underlying heat map.

The performance of the algorithm in reconstructing the light
field in the two experimental setups is shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 7. figure shows robot positions and trajectories for one of the runs from
Experimental Setup 1 with 6 iCreate robots. Green dots indicate robot positions,
while yellow dots show the next robot waypoint. Left: The state of the system
is shown at the end of partition mode, with all waypoints partitioned
amongst the robots. Center: The trajectories of the robots during explore
mode, visiting all basis function centers. Right: The final robot positions in
cover mode, with the learned weighting function shown as a heat map.

Fig. 8. Field estimation results for Experimental Setup 1 are shown here. Left:
The light intensity field as reconstructed offline from all measurements. Middle:
The light intensity field estimated by one robot averaged over the 11 runs.
Right: The error between the two fields. The shade of red represents light
intensity relative to the maximum measurable by the sensor, and the white boxes
represent the standard deviation.

Fig. 9. Figure shows the field estimation results for Experimental Setup 2.
Left: The light intensity field as reconstructed offline from all measurements.
Middle: The light intensity field estimated by one robot averaged over the
3 runs. Right: The error between the two fields. The shade of red represents
light intensity relative to the maximum measurable by the sensor, and the white
boxes represent the standard deviation.

The left panels in Figs. 8 and 9 show an ideal centralized, off-
line reconstruction of the field, based on the light intensity data
collected by one robot over all trials for Experiments 1 and 2
respectively. The middle panels show the light field as recon-
structed with our algorithm from one robot, averaged over all
trials for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. The right panels
show the difference between the ideal and estimated fields for
Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. The figures show that the
light field was estimated well in both cases, but the positional
errors introduced in Experimental Setup 2 noticeably degrades
the learning performance.

The function approximation error, averaged over all runs and
all robots for Experimental Setup 1 was 4.6%, while it was
5.8% for Experimental Setup 2. Similarly, the maximum errors
were 18.3% and 18.1%, respectively. This indicates that the
algorithm performed slightly better in Experimental Setup 1, as
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Fig. 10. Error in the estimated light intensity field as measured by one robot
over time is shown here for all runs and for both experimental setups. In all
cases, the error decreases over time and settles to a small nonzero value, as
predicted by Theorem 1. (a) Experiment 1. (b) Experiment 2.

would be expected, however the performance did not decrease
significantly in Experimental Setup 2, despite the significant
positional error of the sensors, indicating that the algorithm is
robust to such errors.

The evolution of the function approximation error over time
from one robot for each of the 11 trials in Experimental Setup 1,
and for each of the 3 trials in Experimental Setup 2, is shown
in Fig. 10. One can see that for each trial, the error decreases
over time, and eventually settles to a value that is small, but not
zero, as predicted by Theorem 1. Performance in Experimental
Setup 1 is marginally better than in Experimental Setup 2, as
a slightly lower value of the error is attained. This is what
we would expect, since we intentionally introduced positional
errors for the sensors in Experimental Setup 2. These results
again indicate that the algorithm is robust to real-world errors.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulated a distributed control and func-
tion approximation algorithm for deploying a robotic sensor
network to adaptively monitor an environment. The robots
robustly learn a weighting function over the environment repre-
senting where sensing is most needed. The function learning is
enabled by the robots exploring the environment in a systematic
and distributed way, and is provably robust to function approxi-
mation errors. After exploring the environment, the robots drive
to positions that locally minimize a cost function representing
the sensing quality of the network. The performance of the
algorithm is proven in a theorem, and demonstrated in a numer-
ical simulation with an empirical weighting function derived
from light intensity measurements in a room. The algorithm
was also implemented on six iRobot Create platforms. Robust
performance under realistic conditions was demonstrated in a
total of 14 experimental trials in 2 different configurations.

APPENDIX

Theorem 2 (Gaussian Kernel Matrix is Positive Definite):
The matrix whose entries are given by

kij =
1

2πσ2
exp

{
−‖μi − μj‖2

2σ2

}

is positive definite for any m unique vectors μi ∈ R
2, i =

1, . . . ,m.
Proof of Lemma 1: The proof relies on the above well-

known theorem from the theory of kernel machines. The the-
orem follows directly from [42] Corollary 2.1 (c), or more
recently, [43] Propositions 6 and 8.

We will show that after t > maxj tj , the matrix
∑n

i=1 Λi(t)
can be expressed as the sum of two quantities

n∑
i=1

Λi(t) =

m∑
j=1

∫
s∈ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds

+

n∑
i=1

∫
s∈Ωi(t)\∪m

j=1ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds (24)

where the first matrix sum on the right hand side is positive
definite, and the second is positive semi-definite, hence their
sum is positive definite.

Let ij be the robot for which pij = μj at time tj . Then we
have μj ∈ Ωij (t > tj) (recall that Ωi(t) is the set of points
visited by robot i up until time t). Consider a neighborhood
ωj ⊂ Ωij centered at μj of length δs > 0. More formally

ωj :=
{
s|s = pij (tj + τ), τ ∈ [−δs/2v, δs/2v]

}
where v is the constant speed at which the robots traverse their
TSP tour. Also, let δs < minj �=k ‖μj − μk‖, which ensures
that all ωj are disjoint, ωj ∩ ωk = ∅, for all j �= k. Now we
can divide each Ωi(t) into a union of disjoint sets Ωi(t) =
(∪{j|pi(tj)=μj}ωj) ∪ Ωi(t)\ ∪m

j=1 ωj , which leads to

Λi(t) =
∑

{j|pi(tj)=μj}

∫
ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds

+

∫
Ωi(t)\∪m

j=1ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds.

Summing over all i gives the decomposition in (24). Both sums
on the right hand side of (24) are positive semi-definite since
K(s)K(s)T ≥ 0 for all s, as it is an outer product of a vector
with itself.

We only have to show that
∑m

j=1

∫
ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds > 0. To
this end, re-write this as

m∑
j=1

∫
ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds =

m∑
j=1

K(μj)K(μj)
T δs +

δs/2v∫
−δs/2v

m∑
j=1

×
[
K
(
pij (tj+τ)

)
K
(
pij (tj+τ)

)T−K(μj)K(μj)
T
]
v dτ.

(25)

By continuity of the Gaussian and the fact that maxeig(·) is a
continuous function, we know that for any ε > 0, there exists
δs > 0 such that

maxeig
{
K
(
pij (tj + τ)

)
K
(
pij (tj + τ)

)T
−K

(
pij (tj)

)
K
(
pij (tj)

)T}
< ε
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for all τ ∈ [−δs/2v, δs/2v]. Noting that maxeig(·) is convex,
we can use Jensen’s inequality5 to move the maxeig outside the
sum and the integral to get

maxeig

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

δs/2v∫
−δs/2v

m∑
j=1

[
K
(
pij (tj + τ)

)
K
(
pij (tj + τ)

)T

−K(μj)K(μj)
T
]
v dτ

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ < mδsε

and taking the mineig of (25) and bounding the right hand side,
we have

mineig

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

m∑
j=1

∫
ωj

K(s)K(s)T ds

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

> mineig

⎧⎨
⎩

m∑
j=1

K(μj)K(μj)
T

⎫⎬
⎭ δs −mδsε. (26)

Finally, we show that
∑m

j=1 K(μj)K(μj)
T > 0 as follows.

Let K(μj) = [k1j , . . . , kmj ]
T , and we have K(μj)K(μj)

T =
[kkjklj ]k,l where [·]k,l denotes the matrix with terms ranging
over rows k and columns l. Therefore

m∑
j=1

K(μj)K(μj)
T =

⎡
⎣ m∑
j=1

kkjklj

⎤
⎦
k,l

=
[
K(μk)

TK(μl)
]
k,l

= [K(μ1) · · · K(μm)] [K(μ1) · · · K(μm)]T

= [kkl]
2
k,l

where the second equality comes from the fact that kkj = kjk
because the Gaussian is radially symmetric. From Theorem 2,
we know that [kkl]k,l > 0. Denote the minimum eigenvalue
of this matrix by λmin = mineig{[kk,l]k,l} > 0 to obtain
mineig{

∑m
j=1 K(μj)K(μj)

T } ≥ λ2
min. Finally, from (26), we

have

mineig

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

m∑
j=1

∫
ωj

K(μj)K(μj)
T ds

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ > λ2

minδs −mδsε

and letting ε < λ2
min/m (since we can choose it to be arbitrarily

small) we get the desired result. �
Proof of Lemma 2: Following a similar line of reasoning

as in [12, Lemmas 1 and 2], we show that (i) ψ1(t), ψ2(t),
and ψ3(t) are continuous, (ii) their nondifferentiabilities are
only at isolated points in time (i.e., there are no pathological
intervals of nondifferentiability as in the Weierstrass function),
and (iii) wherever their derivatives exist, those derivatives are
uniformly bounded. These three facts imply that the functions
are uniformly continuous.

5Jensen’s inequality states that f(
∫
g(x) dx) ≤

∫
f(g(x)) dx for any con-

vex function f(·).

(i) Firstly, note that pi(t), ãi(t), Λi(t), and λεi(t) are
continuous, being the solutions to differential equations, and
Ci(P, t), Mi(P, t), Fi(P, t), and L(P ) are continuous because
the Voronoi cells are continuous functions of the positions of
the robots, and ãi(t) is continuous. The dead-zone function
Bdz

i (·) is also continuous by design. Therefore the only discon-
tinuous quantity in the system is in Iproji , appearing on the right
hand side of ˙̃ai. Neither Iproji nor ˙̃ai appear in any of ψ1(t),
ψ2(t), or ψ3(t), hence we conclude that these are all continuous
functions.

(ii) The nondifferentiabilities in the system only apear in
three varieties. The first variety is in the dead-zone Bdz

i (·)
when C(Λiãi + λεi) transitions to 0 which can only occur at an
isolated time according to the differential equations defining Λ,
ãi, and λεi . The second is in Iproji when one of the parameters
âij transitions to the upper or lower limit, amax or amin, which
again can only happen at an isolated time due to the differential
equation governing ãi(t). The third variety occurs when a robot
gains or lose Voronoi neighbors, causing a nondifferentiability
in L(P ), which can only occur at an isolated time due to the
differential equation governing pi.

(iii) The boundedness of the derivatives |ψ̇k(t)| < ψ̇max
k ,

k = 1, 2, 3 can be established directly as follows. Firstly, it was
shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that ψk(t), k = 1, 2, 3 are
all bounded, and Ĉi, pi ∈ Q are bounded since Q is bounded,
therefore ṗi(t), Λi(t), M̂i(t), ãi(t), L(P ), and λεi(t) are all
bounded, as is Bdz

i (Λiãi + λεi). This implies that ˙̃ai from (10)
and (12) is bounded because it is a polynomial function of
these quantities. Also K(q) is a Gaussian function, hence it
is bounded, so Ki(t) is bounded, and Λ̇i = KiKT

i ‖ṗi‖, λ̇εi ≤
Ki‖ṗi‖φεmax

, and β̇ = Ki‖ṗi‖ are all bounded, therefore ψ̇3(t)
is bounded. Since the length of the edge of a Voronoi cell
lij changes as a bounded function of the robots’ positions pi
and pj , L̇(P ) is bounded, therefore ψ̇2(t) is bounded. Finally,
˙̂
Ci and ˙̂

Mi are bounded, as they are polynomial functions of

the above quantities, and the M̂i in the denominator of ˙̂
Ci is

bounded away from zero because amin > 0. Therefore ψ̇1(t)
is bounded. We have shown (i), (ii), and (iii), therefore we
conclude that ψk(t), k = 1, 2, 3 are uniformly continuous. �
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